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Introduction Complaints about poor speech intelligibility and music fidelity in cinema sound tracks persist despite advancements in sound reproduction technology and accreditation of cinema sound systems. The X curve for the equalisation of cinema sound systems has been used for many years and is a foundational element for setting up the tonal balance and achieving accreditation of cinemas. This paper challenges the acoustic theory behind the X curve, using analysis of acoustic and electro-acoustic measurements made in cinemas and in other spaces where high-fidelity and high intelligibility is required. Both the temporal and tonal developments of the sound field in a number of rooms are examined in detail and related to temporal properties of speech and music and human's perception of tonality. This work follows a series of conference papers that a number of the authors have presented about the sound quality in cinemas. Note that this paper addresses only the shape of the X curve equalisation and does not discuss the general use of equalisation as required for certification of a cinema or dubbing room by Dolby Laboratories.



Background to the X Curve The cinema reproduction chain is regarded as having two sections; the A and B chains. The B chain comprises the elements of interest for this paper: those that follow the switching of signal sources including equalisers, power amplifiers, loudspeakers, screen, and modifications to the sound caused by auditorium acoustics and distance to listeners. The X Curve (X stands for Experimental) represents the target shape for the steady state frequency response of cinema sound systems when measured with pink noise at a reference position. The X curve, originally promulgated as ISO2969 and subsequently adopted by the SMPTE as S202, has been specified for many years and relates only to the B Chain and therefore has no role in pre-emphasis or other signal corrections. 1



Allen describes the history of the X Curve equalisation and presents an explanation of the 1 factors that are thought to be addressed by it. Figure 1 reproduced from Allen shows the steady-state frequency response of the B Chain as specified by the X Curve. Allen notes that in listening tests, an equalisation slope of around -3 dB per octave from about 2 kHz seemed to give the best aural results, along with a slight limitation to low-frequency bandwidth. The low-frequency limitation is easy to explain - more low-frequency energy would probably overload the loudspeaker and generate distortion components. Allen suggests that the reason for the apparently desirable HF droop is not easy to explain, but offers three possibilities, singly or in combination: • Some psychoacoustic phenomena involving the integration of faraway sound and picture. • Some distortion components in the loudspeaker, making HF objectionable. • The result of reverberation build-up, as described below. The bulk of the Allen’s explanation concerns the effect of reverberation, and it is this issue that this paper discusses.
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Assumed Reverberant Build Up (as per Allen) 1



This section paraphrases the explanation given by Allen for the effect of reverberation on steady-state measurements of frequency response in rooms. Generally, the larger the volume of the room, the higher the reverberation time (RT) will be. More often than not, the RT will be greater at low frequencies and lower at high frequencies. For a room to reach a steady-state acoustic condition, the audio signal must be sustained for a period proportional to the reverberation times at all frequencies.



Figure 1 The X-curve. SMPTE 202M – 1998 Measurement of a steady-state signal (such as pink noise) will show the combination of the direct-field sound of the loudspeaker and the sound progressively added by room reverberation, which is termed “room gain”. Consequently, there will be a difference between the measured frequency response of the first sound-arrival (before reverberation build-up) and the response measured when the sound has reached the steady-state condition (after reverberation build-up). 1



Figure 2, also reproduced from reference shows the increase in room gain as a function of frequency and time. If the perceived spectral content of a sound is therefore determined by its duration, consideration must be given to the duration of cinematic content. Much of a typical movie sound track is dialogue, and as consonant sounds such as “t,” “p,” “d,” have a short duration, they may arrive and decay in an average-sized theatre before the first reflection arrives at listeners and before the onset of reverberation build-up. So, according to Allen, if the requirement is to have the short-duration sounds reproduced with a flat frequency response, then the steady-state condition will show an apparent high-frequency droop. To achieve the X-curve characteristic, the steady-state frequency response as measured using a spectrum analyser with pink noise as a test signal, should be equalised to
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show a -3 dB per octave slope above 2 kHz. Under this condition, the direct-field sound will be closer to flat than the -3 dB per octave slope would suggest. .



1



Figure 2 Frequency response of room gain vs time in medium to large size theatre (Allen ) Indeed, if a large room were to be equalised flat with pink noise, it is possible that the first-arrival signal would show a rising high-frequency characteristic, as shown in Figure 3.



Figure 3 Build-up over time of frequency response measured with pink noise if steady-state 1 response was equalised to be flat. (from Allen ) According to the standards, there is a family of "X" curves, which show flatter responses as rooms get smaller, however the response roll is still significant.
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At present, dubbing theatres and commercial cinemas seeking Dolby certification are equalised as closely as possible to the X-curve at a point roughly two-thirds of the distance from the screen to the rear wall of the rooms. This region of the rooms has traditionally been considered to be the most representative average of the whole room and is generally where the mixing desk is located in a commercial dubbing facility



Acoustic Investigations 2



In work undertaken by two of the authors in 2009, the impulse responses of 18 Dolby Digital and Dolby Surround rooms, (both studios and commercial cinemas), were measured at two positions: • the standard calibration distance of two-thirds of the distance from the screen to the rear wall • a distance of 2 metres from the central loudspeakers. The size of the rooms was commensurate with a normal cinema and every room had Dolby certification. The impulse responses at the standard calibration distance in the eighteen rooms were analysed using different time windows to assess the validity of Allen’s hypothesis of reverberant build up shown in Figure 2. Using Matlab, the frequency response of each measurement was computed from the impulse responses by the Fast Fourier Transform using rectangular and Tukey windows of different lengths. The resulting frequency responses were then energy-averaged over a 1/15th octave bandwidth and the values assigned to the associated frequency at the centre of each bandwidth.



Time Windows The rectangular window has a benefit that all wanted data in an impulse response is weighted equally, but has the disadvantage that it generally produces spectral leakage (due to the infinitely fast truncation of the time data). To confirm that spectral leakage did not change the conclusions, a modified Tukey window was also used. A Tukey window shape is also known as the ”tapered cosine window”, and can be regarded as a raised cosine window which has been convolved with a rectangular window. An example of the half Tukey window is given in Figure 4. The flat top of the window allows equal weighting of that section of time data, while the cosine section reduces the leakage due to the data truncation.
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Figure 4 Example of half Tukey window The following time data durations were used for the analysis: 10 ms Rectangular Half Tukey



50 ms Rectangular Half Tukey



80 ms Rectangular Half Tukey



300 ms Rectangular Half Tukey



All time data Rectangular N/A



The rationale for the selected time window lengths is: • The 10 ms window includes the loudspeaker’s direct field at mid frequencies and above and 3 represents the likely lower limit of the psycho-acoustic temporal integration time . • • •



The 50 ms and 80 ms windows are mirrors of the C50 and C80 acoustic metrics discussed below. The 300 ms window is a reasonable time to integrate the majority of the room’s discrete reflections, and will include reflections that are not useful for clarity. All time data represents the steady-state condition, which would be measured with pink noise if sufficient measurements were made to average out the stochastic variations in the noise.



Parallels with Intelligibility Metrics Measures of the ratio of early-arriving sound to late-arriving sound are used as reasonably reliable indicators of the ability of a sound/room system to deliver speech intelligibility. The C50 and C80 metrics are based on the principle that clarity is determined by the relative strengths of useful and detrimental sound energy. Useful sound is the combined energy of the direct and early-reflected sounds, while “detrimental” sounds are the combined energy of late reflected sound, reverberant sound and ambient noise. A duration of 50 ms for speech and 80 ms for music is generally used for the time period dividing these two types of sound field. Both metrics are found by integrating appropriate portions of the room impulse response. It should also be recognised that the use of a sharp boundary division between early and late oversimplifies the situation. The C50 is also loosely related to the direct to reverberant ratio (D/R) and includes the possible enhancement of speech sounds by strong early reflections.
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Results and Discussion Analysis of Acoustic Measurements Figure 5 and Figure 6 compare the frequency responses of four rooms with rectangular window lengths of 10 ms and all time data (steady-state) at the two-third’s distance position. 10 ms
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Figure 5 Frequency responses of two rooms with 10 ms and all time data windows
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Figure 6 Frequency responses of two rooms with 10 ms and all time data windows The difference between the frequency responses of each of the four shorter time windows and the steady state response were computed for each room at the two locations. The differences were then averaged over the rooms.
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Figure 7 shows the average differences in the frequency responses with four rectangular time windows with the steady state response at the two-thirds position, while Figure 8 shows the maximum positive and negative differences between each time-window response and the steady state response in each room. Note that the curves in Figure 8 do not show the response of any one room, but are comprised of data points from any number of rooms.
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Figure 7 Average differences between time-window and the steady state responses
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Figure 8 Maximum positive and negative differences between time-window and steady state responses.
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Figure 9 shows the 10 ms and steady state responses of a suspended loudspeaker in the Debating Chamber in the New Zealand Parliament which has room volume of 3200 m3. The reverberation times (RT) in this chamber lie between 1.4 and 1.1 seconds over the range of 125 Hz to 4 kHz, while at 8 kHz, the RT is 0.8 seconds.



Figure 9 Frequency responses with 10 ms (red) window and steady-state (blue) for a loudspeaker in the New Zealand Parliament Debating Chamber. Figure 10 shows the reverberation times in octave band intervals of the 18 dubbing and cinema rooms. Noting again that all these rooms have gained Dolby certification, the variety of reverberation characteristics is interesting. Above 1 kHz, the RTs are less than 0.4 secs., and this is commensurate with the upper and lower reverberation time limits recommended by Allen 4 in the Dolby Standard , which are shown in Figure 11. Some of the rooms have lower RTs than the Dollby specified limit. 1.4
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Figure 10 Reverberation times of dubbing and cinema rooms
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Figure 11 Upper and lower limits of recommended reverberation times for cinemas at 500 Hz
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Conclusions The following conclusions have been drawn from the measured data. • The average difference between the 10 ms response and the steady-state condition is approximately 1.3 dB above 2 kHz.. This indicates the typical steady-state response is 1.3 dB higher than the 10 ms windowed response in 18 Dolby Certified rooms. • The average differences of the 50 ms, 80 ms and 300 ms responses with the steady-state responses are less than 0.2 dB. • The lowest values of the 10 ms responses (-ve max differences) are approximately 4.5 dB below the average, and these lowest values are relatively constant from 1300 Hz to 12 kHz. Although the lowest response is not a response per se, the shape is dissimilar to the X curve. • In summary, the reverberant build up described by Allen does occur to a small extent, however the change in room gain is much less than the X Curve shape suggests and the frequency response shape of the build-up is essentially flat. • The results with the Tukey windows are similar to those of the rectangular window and are not presented here. • Applying the X-curve (or any other curve) to shape the spectrum of the steady state sound field will resut in the direct field having a non flat frequency response, which is contrary to the intention of the X curve. This conclusion was illustrated by the measurements of cinema 2 loudspeakers in the close field (2 m) presented by Newell et all .
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•



•



The 10 ms frequency response plots show that a large amount of energy above 1 kHz has been removed from the direct field. This must have repercussions on the tonal character of speech. The reverberation times of a number of the Dolby-accredited rooms above 1 kHz are 4 commensurate with those recommended in 1994 Dolby Standard and yet these rooms do not show the assumed frequency-response characteristic during reverberant build up. We therefore conclude that it is likely that the X curve has not been valid at least since 1994, and quite possibly earlier. Even in the comparatively hiogh RT environment of the NZ Parliament, the reverberant build-up is far less than hypothesised by the X-curve rationale.



Masking Issues The use of the X curve is now examined with respect to issues affect speech intelligibility.



Self Masking The loss of high frequency content can be looked at from another perspective, which is the reduction in intelligibility of speech sounds due to self-masking and extraneous sounds. The Speech Transmission Index (STI) metric attempts to address this issue and measures the loss of modulation as an effective signal to noise ratio. The principal issue with the X curve regarding speech intelligibility is one of self masking in the ear, in which both upward and downward masking effects cause sounds in one frequency range to decrease the perceived signal-to-noise ratio in other frequency ranges. Self-speech masking is when the sounds in speech mask other sounds. This issue was explored by Leembruggen 5 and Stacey , in which the relative intelligibilities of speech shaped by various frequency responses were examined under low-noise conditions. Considerable degradation in subjective intelligibility resulted from a number of responses, which was due to self masking effects. In the situations examined by Leembruggen and Stacey, and later by Leembruggen, Hippler 6,7 and Mapp , removing the high frequency content by use of the X Curve weighting would seriously degrade the early-time field (direct field up to 50 ms) and therefore degrade subjective intelligibility, particularly when the speech is recorded in a reverberant context. The presence of music or Foley sounds during dialogue results in a decrease in the signal to noise ratio in a range of frequency bands, and when the early-time energy at high frequencies is reduced by the X Curve weighting, the masking caused by the lower frequency bands of speech becomes significantly more apparent.



Extraneous Noise In a well designed cinema, background noise levels due to air-conditioning or break-in from adjoining cinemas are generally low. In this context, intimate dialogue that would be heard at say 50 dBA in real life, is presented to the audience at a significantly higher level, providing signal to noise ratios that are sufficiently high to allow good speech intelligibility. However, there can be considerable occupational noise due to packets of chips, people whispering, or shuffling in their seat, and this noise can degrade the intelligibility of intimate speech by masking. Under these conditions, the removal of high frequency energy in speech by the X curve weighting will degrade speech clarity.
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Listening Results The use of the X curve was also examined using the subjective listening skills of the authors. The authors have considerable experience in creating environments and sound systems for critical situations, such as recording studios, national parliaments and the highest courts. We have spent many years of deisgning and tuning speech sound systems in high profile situations and acoustic measurements. Our listening work for these situations has universally supported the notion that a relatively flat high frequency response is critical for clarity, comfort and enjoyment of the sound. Our speech sound sytems invariably are equalised to be ostensibly flat up to 12 kHz approximately, when measured with any time window. In contrast to the type of sound we deliver to our clients, is our perception of cinema sound, which is not hi-fi like and sometimes causes difficulties for us in understanding speech when there are accent differences and/or Foley effects.



Other Reasons 8



There are many additional reasons that a number of the authors have noted about the inappropriateness of the X curve. These relate to: • The spatial properties of the room that cannot be corrected using sound system equalisation. • Whilst it is true that the perception of sound in large rooms is different from that in small rooms, the differences become less noticeable as the decay times decrease, and the reduction of the decay times in theatres for cinema reproduction is a growing trend. • There is no 'one curve fits all' situation. Furthermore, the question remains as to whether any curve can even closely represent the different characteristics of different rooms. As Toole pointed out in a communication to the SMPTE (August 4th, 2010), and similarly in a 9 recent book , 'Unlike a human, the microphone does not take any note of the angle of incidence of the direct and reflected sounds, nor does it make any allowance for the time of arrival of those sounds, nor does it acknowledge spectral variations among any of the sounds. The microphone simply adds them together. .....It is well known that two ears and a brain are vastly more analytical than a microphone and an analyser. Humans respond differently to sounds arriving from different directions at different times'. No form of room equalisation can take all of this into account. • If response correction is to be reliably applied, it should be done in the close field, otherwise it becomes convolved with the unequalisable non-minimum-phase characteristics of the room acoustics, and 'correction' then becomes an inappropriate word to use for the process. Any agreed curve could be more accurately applied within the electronics of a system, as a fixed equalisation, as with NAB equalisation for analogue tape recorders or RIAA equalisation for vinyl discs. However, this still leaves the question as to whether any such curve is necessary at all, these days, given the potential accuracy and efficiency of modern audio reproduction systems. • When the overall X-curve room response is applied in the distant far field, the equalisation can even make a bad situation worse, especially in the poorer rooms, which are the ones which need the most 'help' with clarity. • Essentially, whatever the source, the direct sound must be natural (i.e. the input must be the same as the output) if natural sound is to prevail overall. Would the industry ever dream of using a cloth to equalise a piano in a concert hall to an X curve ?
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•



Perhaps 40 years ago, when cinema responses were generally in a state of chaos, the Xcurve was a viable means of achieving better standardisation. Indeed, it has been a reference which, over the subsequent years, has stood up well, but over those same years our methods of measurement have become so much more flexible and precise, our knowledge of psychoacoustics has developed greatly, and the introduction of digital recording has relieved the industry of many of the restrictions imposed by optical and magnetic analogue soundtracks. Loudspeaker and amplifier technology has also moved far ahead of where it was in 1971. Above all, however, there has been a trend towards reduced theatre sizes and drier acoustics, which reveal much more detail in the sound and render much more obvious the effects of inappropriate equalisation.



Conclusions 1. Measurements have shown that the reverberant build-up of sound over time essentially has an almost flat frequency characteristic above 1.3 kHz. This result, which was explored over 19 rooms is vastly different to the hypothethis associated with the X curve. 2. When averaged over 19 rooms, there is negligible difference between the responses of the early-time sound fields and the steady state and therefore there is no reasonable foundation for the explanation of reverberant build up expounded by Allen. 3. With the steady-state response equalised to the X-curve, the direct field of the loudspeakers in all the rooms assessed will not be flat, contrary to the X-curve hypothesis. 4. Working with a system equalised to the X curve makes the task of dubbing engineers much more difficult, as they need to compensate for an unknown amount of high frequency loss when mixing and mastering. It is as if someone has placed a blanket between the talker and the listener and the dubbing engineer must compensate for this blanket. 5. The use of the X Cuve exacerbates upward-masking effects for dialogue, thereby degrading the speech intelligibility of dialogue, particularly if it occurs during music or Foley effects. Although the engineer may try to compensate for this loss of intelligibility by equalising the dialogue, there is no reference point for that compensation. A consequence is that the cinema mix will be unsuitable for home cinema application, as the dialogue will have excessive high frequency content when played on a good quality home system. 6. The results do not depend greatly on the size of the rooms as would be expected from the Allen understanding of reverberant build up. 7. The reverberation times of a number of the Dolby-accredited rooms above 1 kHz are commensurate with those recommended in the 1994 Dolby Standard and yet these types of rooms do not show the assumed frequency-response characteristic during reverberant build up. We therefore conclude that it is likely that the X curve has not been valid at least since 1994, and quite possibly earlier. 8. The authors conclude that the use of the X curve is detrimental to the enjoyment of cinema. .
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1988 16572. Valerie. George. 1988 16575. Robert. Obertreis. 1988 16582. Grant. Reid. 1988 16591. Shane ...... R. Breton. 1959 4303. R. Mallette. 1959 4304. AndrÃ©. Cardin. 1959 4319. RÃ©al. Beaudet ...... Boulanger. 4426. Michel. Lecours.
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Name : 

ou nationaux, comme les centrales nucléaires, la construction de routes ou d'aéroports par ... on a également imposé des filtres à l'industrie pour limiter les émissions nocives. ... „der grüne Punkt“, un sigle également connu en France.
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Name 

Souscripteur/ Underwriter. â�‘ Courtier/Broker. â�‘ Consultant / Consultant. â�‘ Expert en sinistres / Claims Adjuster. â�‘ Comptable / Accountant. â�‘ Avocat/ Lawyer.
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NAME 

Page 1 ... 3. Structurer & transformer votre projet immobilier en facteur de succÃ¨s pour votre structure mÃ©dicale. .... CRÃ‰ER VOTRE NOUVELLE. STRUCTURE ...
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Name: 00001519 

tion du lait en Amérique latine (une au Nicaragua et une au Chili), toutes les .... A la session de septembre 1954 du Conseil, le Président du Sous-comité de la.
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Commissioner name 

1 nov. 2017 - en train de mener une enquÃªte approfondie. ... chef de l'Ã©tablissement que frÃ©quente(frÃ©quentent) votre(vos) enfant(s) pour d'autres avis et.
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Top NAME WKC1 FIRST REQ WKC1 SECOND REQ WKC2 FIRST 

Lethal Gallstone (2). Swallowtail Cocoon (1). Lethal Gallstone (1). ---. Baliquan Robe ...... Bajiquan Cape. ---. ---. Netherwyrm Heart+(1). Transparant Husk(2). ---.
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le ler janvier 1960 le Cameroun sera indépendant. Nous ne ..... Commission de contrÔle pour organiser des élections générales libres précédées d'une loi ...
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Name: 00000300 

revisee (A/C~3/L/294/Rev.l, paragraphe 3} i.ncorporait un amendement du ..... (A/C. 3/L. 29A/Rev .1), modif'i~ v~rbalem~~t, .. t~~~nt i-- j~~t~r. .... nts Â·~erba~ ai.
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Name: 00000153 

Il y a 2 jours - les domaines économique, social et de l'enseignement. La l,1ission .... ih·I. I'·:arigoh l1iboua et Ndibo Mba::sola/ députés du Lom-et-Kadei, et. "'· Ntonga ..... administratif qui, ont-ils dit) était situé à quelque distance du quar
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Form: Date: Name: First name: Exercice 1 (13 points) Remplacer l 

2. Bring me the tickets of these men please. Bring me these men's tickets please. 3. Could you show me the house of your neighbour? Could you show me your ...
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Form: Date: Name: First name: Exercice 1 (13 points) Remplacer l 

6. That is Alison's idea. HER. 7. Mike and Bob's questions are usually silly. THEIR. 8. Her house is larger than our house. HERS - OURS. Exercice 2 (20 points).
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Form: Date: Name: First name: Exercice 1 (40 points) PrÃ©senter les 

Page 1. Form: Date: Name: First name: TEST. Exercice 1 (40 points). PrÃ©senter les personnages ... La meilleure amie d'Harry Potter. Aime les potions. Aime les ...
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Release date : November 2013 Name Rank Rarity Point Value Name 

137/75. MME : mass market exclusive. â–¡ 040. Shaman. E. SR. 92. P : prime. â–¡ 041a. King Hyperion. Uq. SR. 266. B : bystander token. â–¡ 041b. Hyperion. P/E.
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MODEL NAME SERIAL No. MODEL NAME SERIAL No. MODEL 

Apr 24, 2001 - In order to approval EN61000-3-2 is necessary to introduce a new circuits in all TV sets produced starting from January of 2001 . We detail ...
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File name: testmath.tex 

gramming have been extended to the case of convex quadratic programs [11, 13], ..... Equation (25) defined P 's ambiguity set SX|Y (y) to be the set of possible X.
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File name: testmath.tex 

Furthermore, we show that Hc can be written by number of spanning trees of ..... (i) Ïˆ0(z) is bounded above and below by positive constants c1 â‰¤ Ïˆ0(z) â‰¤ c2. ...... command, \mathop, to produce proper spacing and limits when \pmb is used. ..... 
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